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Welcome
My name is Jenifer Valley. I have been a card holder in the Oregon Medical Marijuana Program since
1999. I won First Place in the Oregon Medical Cannabis Awards in November of 2002 and again in
2003. I have not always been growing and have had no formal education in horticulture. When I
started I knew very little about the subject. Reading books was just confusing and good information
was hard to find. The local grow shops offer every miracle your pocket book can afford, and are more
than happy to recommend the most expensive array of combinations of snake oils found.
I started growing in a small apartment closet. I cried when I got my first harvest, it was so awful.
Then one day a friend and formerly successful grower showed me an easy way to grow any kind of
species without the costs, pains and confusion. I have been so successful that I wanted to share it
with other people in need. YES it really is easy to grow if you follow my instructions exactly. The
instructions are EASY and I guarantee that you will see better medicine. So go throw out all that
Miracle Grow and chemical crap and give this 100 % Organic method a shot.
Spreading the Love of Growing,
Jenifer

Growing the Stoney Girl Way
First, It’s easy. Results are guaranteed regardless of the species. Organic gardening brings out the
true taste of the plant. Organics are taking over in all competitions including the world famous
Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam. Our recipe is time tested and taken
from professionals with great experience. We have been honored to
apprentice with some of the world’s best and learn the secrets. Easy
is the word. Stop worrying about PH, Microbiology, testing and
being a degree Horticulturalist. Our mix starts with sterile,
professional products that take the
mystery and cost out of gardening. Grow
like a Pro. Just Plant, Water and Go. Why
do we share? We remember trying to
start and the trials and tribulations with
success and failures, mostly the latter.
We found this easy way and want
everyone to be as successful as we have
been. So get out there and get
gardening. If you really want to be
efficient, check out our Perpetual Cycle
plan and advanced breeding classes.
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Who We Are
Founded in 1999 by Jenifer Valley, a 4th stage cancer patient who is an avid activist and Medical
Marijuana card holder, we are a philanthropic group. Our master breeder has been working in the
field of genetic engineering since 1969.
Stoney Girl Gardens is a private group of patients and caregivers inspired by patients and dedicated
to everyone in the Medical Marijuana Program. We believe in sharing our success and experience
with qualified individuals. If you follow our advice exactly and use our strains we guarantee your
results to be award winning. Peace
Stoney Girl Gardens is a World Class Breeder and Award Winner. Stoney Girl Gardens is continually
creating true breeding strains such as Pit Bull, Crippled Rhino, Berkeley Blues, Oregon Pinot Noir, and
Sugar Plum. Our Exclusive Signature Series breeds have twice won first place in the Oregon Medical
Cannabis Awards, and have been featured on full page articles in High Times. We are featured in the
Big Book of Buds 4 due to arrive in 2010. Our girls have modeled with some of the world’s top
clothing designers. We have been front page headlines in many newspapers. Our garden has been
visited, viewed, photographed and qualified by many well known horticulturalists such as Ed
Rosenthal. Our catalogs are featured in the famous Amsterdam coffee shops, and our strains sought
after by professional seed companies. They are only available however to qualified Medical
Marijuana candidates. This is a true North West Tradition.
We have no organization to join, or nothing for sale. We focus exclusively on our own projects and
share our accomplishments. We offer free grow classes to qualified organizations. We support the
Medical Marijuana Program and work well within the requirements. We are open to support any
qualified organization. We already support many. We want to know about yours.
We don’t just grow seeds, we produce true breeding strains. Stoney Girl Gardens has the largest seed
bank reserves in the US. We are the only true breeder in the US and recognized worldwide by our
breeding associates and top experts in the field. Stoney Girl Gardens has been commissioned to
create or otherwise produce and preserve exotic and special strains for certain qualified clients.
Some of these clients look to SGG to reproduce and preserve species that otherwise would become
extinct due to lack of true breeding seed stock and methods. All of our seed stock is of the finest
breeding quality, each seed specifically inspected and controlled for heredity and quality of genetics.
This brings you the consistency of getting what you expect, with no surprises. It takes about 1 to 3
years for us to perfect a single true breeding strain under our program.
Stoney Girl Gardens is an accredited and acclaimed world class breeder. While others simply produce
Hybrids, we only produce the finest True Breeder Quality seeds, acclimated for the North West.
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One Size Does Not Fit All - Marijuana as Medicine
One size does not fit all. There are many strains and many differing effects of Medical
Marijuana. As well MMJ treats more conditions than any other drug available. MMJ treats
everything from headache to sleep deprivation, from MS to CF to CP; from pain to stage 4
cancers.
Stoney Girl Gardens works with a third
party group M-Scale to classify and
clarify Medical Marijuana. The M-Scale
is simple. It has a scale of numbers
from 1-9; 1 meaning amphetamine
(Upper) and 9 meaning opiate
(Downer). A number 5 is neutral. You
can now know if your medicine is a
morning or evening effect. The scale
also includes a periodic table of
elements or effects such as M for
Munchies, L for Long Duration of 3-4
hours and S for Short Duration of 0 -1
hours.
This allows the doctor to tell his patient that they need a 3ml meaning something on the
upper side that creates munchies and lasts for 3-4 hours. The patient can take this advice to
the pharmacy and the pharmacy can determine stock. This removes the need for knowing
names like Purple Urkle or Umma Gooma.
Look for the M-Scale ratings on each of our strains. The rating is located on the cover photo
and the Official Certificate is at the end of each strain section. There is also a handy guide at
the end to help you select what is right for you.
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Crippled Rhino

couch lock

This breed is a love story. This was our first breeding project. When
I started, way back at the beginning in1999, we had access to
White Rhino seeds from a fellow breeder which we wanted to breed
across our Crippler seed. Crippler is the grandfather of Big Bud and
a very productive chocolate Thai that was acclimated by some
boarders in Seattle in the late 70’s. The true strain is lost as far as
we knew it and we had one seed that we were able to sprout.
Unfortunately this crippler seed was a male. We started ten White
Rhino seeds. We selected a really outstanding one from those ten.
We had one Crippler seed that was a male that we collected the
pollen from. The very first time that I kissed my lover was when we put the Crippler pollen on
the White Rhino female. We only got one seed, but she is amazing. She is deeply flowery
and strongly perfumed. Our object was to fuse the deep earthy and exotic taste of the
Crippler with the speed and size of White Rhino.
Crippler is an outstanding "couch" medicine but takes an extreme amount of time to finish.
Crippler is a Thai Big Bud origin with very dense fruit. White Rhino is fast, large and has
"popcorn" like or airy, but large fruit. Together they have outperformed our expectations.
Strain Information
Strain Name
Crippled Rhino
Description
As Featured in Ed Rosenthal's Marijuana Growers Handbook, High Times, Skuk
Days of Flowering:42
Difficulty:
Medium
Yield:
3-5 oz
Potency (THC): 28%
Mature Height:
7 feet
Type of high:
Total Couch Lock. One hit wonder.
%INDICA/SATIVA: 80% Indica, 20% Sativa
SMELL/TASTE: Floral, Light, Jasmine Thai
FLOWERING TIME: 42 days
PARENTS: White Rhino mother with Crippler, a pure Thai father
YIELD: 3-5 ounces indoors, 10 lbs outdoors
INDOOR/OUTDOOR: Grows great indoors and out.
BUZZ, WHAT THE HIGH IS LIKE: Couch-lock, Power Lounge
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Medical Information
An evening medicine that is great for sleep and heavy pain. Effects will last 4-5 hours. It is
very good for breaking up mucus and cleaning out lungs. Caution: May Make You Cough.
Very Light flavor with very strong effects. Excellent for relaxing, gaining an appetite,
removing pain, and nausea. Great for use in the evening time to relax. This is the Mother
of Crippit.
Audience:

End of Life
Appetite
Insomnia
PTSD

Cochexia
Cancer
Severe Nausea
Severe Pain

Affects:

Strong Effects
Aroma
Relaxing

Couch Lock
Extended Duration
Appetite
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Berkeley upper, alert, motivating, strong, morning tea
Berkeley is originally from an individual with cancer who worked on a
science project at Berkeley University, or so the legend goes. She is the
fastest finisher I have and she produces incredible amounts of sugar.
Outside she will get 14 feet tall with an eight foot diameter. Even the fan
leaves and stems grow crystals. The high is a speedy, up type high. Don't
try to take a nap on this, and expect anxiety attacks if you’re hyper. Very
good early but comes with a "warning" label for its rib breaking expansion characteristics.
With this breed you can really get some stuff done. We use this strain to speed up slow, long
varieties in our breeding program. It finishes in a whopping 28 days of bloom cycle. It is a
South American sativa based land race plant. This comes from the high mountains down by
the south pole (Argentina) where the summers are short. This plant produces above average
trichomes and is very medicinal while being extremely fast. It was created (acclimated,
stabilized and produced for propagation) by a cancer patient for himself. We carry on his flag
and thank him for his work. He is one of many whom have made a difference for us all.
Strain Information
Strain Name
Description

Category
Days of Flowering
Difficulty
Yield
Potency (THC)
Mature Height
Plant Type
Indoor/Outdoor
High
Taste
Mother
Father

Berkeley
Morning pain reliever and great for chemo. This is our flagship for
breeding to create or shorten the grow cycle into our thirty some day
strains. Mix this with any long term growing strain and you will cut the
time in half to finish your new creation.
Sativa (100%)
28
Easy
3-5 ounces indoor, 6-9 pounds outdoors
28%
3-6 ft Indoors / 6-10 ft Outdoors
Bush with thick canopy on all sides
Yes/Yes
Upper, Motivational, Strong. Great for Breakfast
Mild skunk, with a big bite under taste. Very neutral and pleasant.
Land Race, South America
Land Race, South America

Additional Information:
We would like to thank the individual for whom we carry the flag. Peace to our resting brother
who worked tirelessly to bring this to us and spread the love to many others in need.
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Medical Information

A morning medicine that is great for waking up and heavy pain. Effects will last 4-5 hours. It is
very good for breaking up mucus and cleaning out lungs. Very Light flavor with very strong effects.
Excellent for obtaining focus, waking up, being active, gaining an appetite, removing pain and
nausea. Great for use in the morning time and or after chemo. This is the Mother of almost
everything we make. We always start here.
Audience:

Affects:

End of Life

Cochexia

Chemotherapy Effects

Appetite
Glaucoma
PTSD
Head Pain
Stress

Cancer
Severe Nausea
Severe Pain
Hyper-Activity
Rx Co/Side-Effects

Circulation
Cystic Fibrosis
Depression
HIV/AIDS
Multiple Sclerosis

Strong Effects
Appetite
Motivating

Antiemetic/nausea
Extended Duration
Pain Relief

Active Mind
Lucid
Awakening
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Berkeley Blues

bigger, faster blue berry

Berkeley Blues is a cross between Berkeley and pure traditional Blueberry from DJ Shorts.
It was everything I could have hoped for. Deep blue stems no matter where you grow this
beauty. She is very much faster than Blueberry with a lot more sugar. The traditional
Blueberry flavor comes through, however and the stone is outstanding. Over 3lbs outdoors,
this breed stores well for long periods. A favorite with medical patients. Very bushy plant
with fewer than most leaves. Berkeley Blues is a fast finisher in just over 30 days.
Strain Name
Description

Berkeley Blues
As Featured in Ed Rosenthal's Marijuana Growers Handbook 2010

Category
Days of Flowering
Difficulty
Yield
Potency (THC)
Mature Height
Plant Type
Indoor/Outdoor
High
Taste
Mother
Father

Berkeley Blues is a cross between Berkeley and pure traditional
Blueberry from DJ Shorts. It was everything I could have hoped for.
Deep blue stems no matter where you grow this beauty. She is very
much faster than Blueberry with a lot more sugar. The traditional
Blueberry flavor comes through, however and the stone is
outstanding. Over 5lbs outdoors, this breed stores well for long
periods. A favorite with medical patients. Very bushy plant with
fewer than most leaves. Berkeley Blues is a fast finisher. Finishes in
just over 35 days of bloom.
20% Indica, 80% Sativa
35
Easy
3-5 ounces indoor, 6-9 pounds outdoors
28%
3-6 ft Indoors / 6-10 ft Outdoors
Tall Bush with thick canopy on all sides
Yes/Yes
Intense and satisfying. Great for daytime use
Blueberry muffins
Berkeley
DJ Shorts Blueberry Circa 1998

This is one that turned Ed Rosenthal's head and one of his favorites. Tastes like Fresh Blue
Berry Muffins right out of the oven. Very potent and effective. Stores well. Grows great
indoors and outdoors.
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Medical Information

A morning medicine that is great for waking and heavy pain. Effects will last 4-5 hours. It is very good
for breaking up mucus and cleaning out lungs. Very Light flavor with very strong effects. Excellent for
obtaining focus, waking up, being active, gaining an appetite, removing pain and nausea. Great for use in
the morning time and or after chemo. This is the Mother of almost everything we make. We always start
here.
Audience:

End of Life
Appetite
Glaucoma
PTSD
Head Pain

Cochexia
Cancer
Severe Nausea
Severe Pain
Rx Co/Side-Effects

Chemotherapy Effects
Circulation
Cystic Fibrosis
Depression
HIV/AIDS

Affects:

Strong Effects
Appetite
Positive
Sweet Taste

Antiemetic/nausea
Extended Duration
Sensual
Sexual

Active Mind
Euphoric
Social
Aroma
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Cripit (Crippled Pit) 2008 Strong,
intense, smooth, sweet
Chocolate Thai anyone? We crossed the Pit with Crippled Rhino
and got that old fashioned Buddha Stick flavor and punch. Unlike
Thai however, this plant is finished in 45 days. Extremely potent
with that blast from the past flavor. You won’t want to miss this one.
We crossed our Pit Bull on Crippled Rhino and got Crippit. This
heavy indica has a sweet exotic flavor and giant leaves with big
chunky buds. It is a traditional "umbrella" plant. Even a little chill will
turn her purple. She is delicious fresh, but curing really brings out
the exotic flavor of the Chocolate Thai in her background.
Strain Information
Strain Name Cripit
Description
As Featured in The Big Book of Buds Vol. 4 (2010)
Chocolate Thai anyone? We crossed the Pit with Crippled Rhino and got that
old fashioned Buddha Stick flavor and punch. Unlike Thai however, this plant
is finished in 45 days. Extremely potent with that blast from the past flavor.
You won’t want to miss this one. Essence of lilacs and hash.
Sativa 15% / Indica 85%

Category
Days of
35
Flowering:
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
5-7 ounces
Potency
32%
(THC):
Mature Height: 6 feet
Average
72
Temps:
Type of high: i) Crippit starts out strong. You feel it immediately and it lasts for hours.
ii) Euphoric, dreamy
iii) Great party bud. Very cheerful, happy high. This is actually one of my allaround favorites.
iv) Crippit is strong medicine. Works well for my nausea and other symptoms.
v) Crippit is outstandingly balanced, with a Thai top note and a Hawaiian base
flavor that blend with a subtle floral all the way through. It is sweet without
being cloying. Big crystal coated fan leaves make great bubble hash too.
Medicinal
Effect:
Mite/Pest
Resistance:

Nausea, Insomnia, Strong Pain Relief
Medium
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Sweet/Spicy/M
Exotic with fruity undertones
usky:
Extra
Crippit, Oregon 2007
Information: Mother: Crippled Rhino, Oregon 1999
White Rhino Female – Cannabis Cup Winner
Crippler Chocolate Thai, Seattle
Father: Pit Bull, Oregon 2004
P-91 Female, So Cal
Sugar Plum, Oregon 2003 – Oregon Medical Cannabis Award Winner
Indica
Crippit grows great indoors and out.
Sunny Girl Gardens Ultra-Premium Organic Container Mix
Classic Thai Umbrella Plant with huge leaves and big chunky buds.
Branches like a Christmas Tree, grows tall.
Turns lovely purple when it gets chilly
Sunny Girl Gardens Ultra-Premium Organic Container Mix
About 5 weeks maximum flowering time
38-45 days

Crossing the Crippled Rhino with Pit Bull allowed us to take her outside.
Crippled Rhino is more suited as an indoor Chocolate Thai strain, but the
Crippit does just fine outdoors.
We put it in bloom at about 4 to 4 and a half feet tall and it comes out between
6-7 feet tall.
Ai) Buds are big and seem loose, but really are quite dense. They are long
and large with lovely purple tones, especially if she gets chilly.
ii) The leaves are very large and thick and wide with crystals down the fan
leaves. They start bright green and turn a deep rich purple with a little chill. In
the summer, she stays green all the way through.
iii) This variety throws two primary colas and many secondary colas that are
not quite as big.
iv) Crippit likes the outdoors. She gets about 8 feet tall outside. She is an
indoor connoisseur’s plant. The smell is powerful and floral.
B i) Crippit starts out strong. You feel it immediately and it lasts for hours.
ii) Euphoric, dreamy
iii) Great party bud. Very cheerful, happy high. This is actually one of my allaround favorites.
iv) Crippit is strong medicine. Works well for my nausea and other symptoms.
v) Crippit is outstandingly balanced, with a Thai top note and a Hawaiian base
flavor that blend with a subtle floral all the way through. It is sweet without
being cloying. Big crystal coated fan leaves make great bubble hash too.
Crippit was released to the community in 2008. It has not yet been placed in
contests.
All photos for Stoney Girl Gardens are taken by Mike Mullins.
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Crippled Rhino was our first cross, and it’s a love story. The day after my
husband told me he liked me for the first time, as we were putting the Crippler
pollen on the special White Rhino we had picked for breeding, we shared out
first kiss. It was magic. We only got one seed, but it was amazing: a 7 foot tall
tower with dense colas as long as my arm. We’ve been honeymooning ever
since that kiss. We wanted the name to reflect both parents.
Pit Bull was named for my dog, Arianna. After winning first place at the
OMCA, I decided to do a breeding round with Sugarplum. I put it on the P-91
because I detested the flavor of the Hog’s Breath, but it was the most powerful
medicine I was producing. The goal was to get something strong that tasted
pleasant, and Pit Bull was a much bigger success than I ever anticipated. It
has circled the globe and is grown in India, Thailand, Amsterdam and
Pakistan.
The thing that stood out the most about this variety is that it is a bit of a
throwback in that it brought out the best of the Highland Thai genes from the
Crippler, while still keeping the speed to harvest that we require. Thai in 6
weeks instead of 12.
Stoney Girl Gardens is really a breeding team of growers across Oregon who
work together to test the varieties that I cross in my garden. They get seeds to
test and give me back a clone of the best of each batch. Then I test all of
those to find the best. This way I can test and still stay within compliance with
my medical marijuana program here in Oregon.
We do selective breeding in a harem. We isolate a male and collect his pollen.
Then we selectively use a flat toothpick to pollinate all of the flowers on a
single branch of each of the primary breeding females in our garden. I like the
harem style breeding because I can go a lot of different directions with a
single male or I can get a lot of back-breeding done at once.
Labeling is also key. I always write the name of both the father and mother on
seed bottles. And I make a chart of everything that I fertilized with the name of
the male along with any names of the crosses.
I’ve had cancer for about 30 years, and most of the patients we work with are
end of life patients or growers who are helping end of life patients or severe
pain patients. We focus on making the strongest medicine finish as fast as
possible. Most of the patients I have worked with (including myself) are living
much longer than their doctors ever expected. I’ve been able to reduce my
Healthcare costs by about 85% by growing my own organic medical
marijuana. My calcium is completely under control, reducing my Emergency
Room visits by 10 a year. Instead of 25 pills a day, I only take 2. I’m off of all
pain killers, anti-depressants and anti-anxiety medications. My weight is up
from 92 pounds to 118.
F. Get active politically. You can write letters to the editor of your local paper,
or respond to articles you see on the internet, go to public meetings and make
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marijuana legalization a part of the conversation. If you don’t have medical
marijuana in your State, pester your local Representative and Senator into
sponsoring a bill. Go to town hall meetings. Run for office – even if it is just so
that a marijuana opponent won’t run unopposed – and argue for legalization at
every opportunity.
I’ve been going to public policy making meetings. I choose a group and read
all of their reports. I identify what their problems and goals are and craft my
message to use their buzz words and show them how marijuana legalization
would solve their problems and achieve their goals.
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Haze Plum

everybody's favorite

Haze Plum is a long time favorite. It is easy to grow, good to smoke
and a great candidate for breeding. I have tested the Haze Plum
indoors, outdoors, and in hydro and she performs outstandingly in all
conditions. She has a narrow, tall shape to her and dark purple stripes
on her stems. Her leaves are large and have very wide fingers
indicating some indica parentage. Her flavor is intense and tropical,
very sweet. I believe that she was bred by the friend I got her from. I do
know that the Hawaiian Haze is a pure sativa.
Description

Everybody's Favorite.
I got Hawaiian Haze Plum along with a large collection of other seeds
from a friend whose brother-in-law had unexpectedly died in a hang
glider crash. It is Sativa dominant.
One late evening I got a call from an old high school buddy. His sister
had just called him in a frantic voice demanding he come over. When
he arrived at his sister’s house she directed him to his brother-in-laws
private shop in the back acreage. There they found a very sophisticated
grow operation and a well secured seed bank along with extensive
records. Seems this guy had been breeding for quite some time.
Making the story short we assisted our friend in reconstructing the
operation for his med patients. Yes, he went home and build a huge
building dedicated to growing for patients. Of course we got the seeds.
We are often blessed with gifts from those who know we will get them
out.
Tonight we are starting some Haze Plum Purple Passion from the
same guy. He is one of three we will feature on our Wall of Fame
coming soon. These are three guys we all need to say thank you to.
I have tested the Haze Plum indoors, outdoors, and in hydro and she
performs outstandingly in all conditions. She has a narrow, tall shape to
her and dark purple stripes on her stems. Her leaves are large and
have very wide fingers indicating some indica parentage. Her flavor is
intense and tropical, very sweet. I believe that she was bred by the
dead guy I got her from. I do know that the Hawaiian Haze is a pure
sativa.

Category
Days of Flowering:

Because we did not create her we do not claim her, however we are
the gatekeeper or responsible ones who have been destined to carried
on his work.
Sativa
38-40
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Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-5 ounces
Potency (THC):
28%
Mature Height:
4-6 feet
Average Temps:
70-80
Type of high:
Satisfying
Medicinal Effect:
Nausea
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:Medium
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Spicy Skunk
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P-91

downer, morphine replacement

If you like G-13 then you will love this.
Recommended as a substitute for patients that use morphine or
heavy downers. Pissy skunky flavor. Effective medicine and
produces well indoor and out. Medium to large fast cloning, fast
growing.
We traded some Berkeley Blues seeds to the University Professor who created this genetics.
We were told that this was the government’s latest G-13. This came from a program at a
Southern California University that supposedly did not “exist”. BTW he (the professor)
really liked the Berkeley Blues.
P-91 is responsible for creating Pit Bull, Hogs Breath and many others.
Strain Name
Description

P-91
If you like G-13 then you will love this.
Recommended as a substitute for patients that use morphine or heavy
downers. Pissy skunky flavor. Effective medicine and produces well
indoor and out. Medium to large fast cloning, fast growing.
We traded some Berkeley Blues seeds to the University Professor who
created this genetics. We were told that this was the government’s
latest G-13. This came from a program at a Southern California
University that supposedly did not “exist”. BTW he (the professor) really
liked the Berkeley Blues.
P-91 is responsible for creating Pit Bull, Hogs Breath and many others.

Great for severe pain and recognized by Doctors as a morphine
replacement.
Category
Mix
Days of Flowering: 38-42
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
5-7 ounces
Potency (THC):
28%
Mature Height:
4-6 feet
Average Temps:
70-80
Type of high:
Heavy. Solid punch right from the start.
Medicinal Effect:
Severe Pain
Mite/Pest Resistance:Easy
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Grapefruit
Extra Information:
Grows well indoor and out. Pure pink hairs outdoors. Huge leaf and
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bud. Very tight, dense buds.
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Sugar Plum
1st Place, 2003 Oregon Medical Cannabis Award Winner.
Sugar Plum is a cross between Berkeley Blues and a Hawaiian Haze
Plum. The Haze Plum came from Dead Guy (my best friends', sisters
husband). It is a deep tropical purple flavor with a very strong stone and
a tall narrow silhouette that is almost spindly with long spiraling buds.
Sugar Plum is a medium size bush with very deep green, large leaves.
The flavor is complex the deep tropical flavor of the Haze Plum comes through first with
the earthy Berkeley Blues bottom note clearly coming through the finish. Always throws
several large, dense colas. Stores well and finishes fast.
Strain Name
Description

Sugar Plum
1st Place, 2003 Oregon Medical Cannabis Award Winner.
High Times Pick of the Crop
As featured in Ed Rosenthal's Marijuana Growers Handbook 2009
Sugar Plum is a cross between Berkeley Blues and a Hawaiian Haze
Plum. The Haze Plum came from Dead Guy (my best friends', sisters
husband who died while hang gliding). It is a deep tropical purple flavor
with a very strong stone and a tall narrow silhouette that is almost spindly
with long spiraling buds. Sugar Plum is a medium size bush with very deep
green, large leaves. The flavor is complex the deep tropical flavor of the
Haze Plum comes through first with the earthy Berkeley Blues bottom note
clearly coming through the finish. Always throws several large, dense
colas. Stores well and finishes fast.

Category
Days of Flowering:35
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-5 oz
Potency (THC): 28%
Mature Height:
3-4 feet
Type of high:
Smooth but very strong. Good for many conditions.
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Extra Information: %INDICA/SATIVA: 10% Indica, 90% Sativa
SMELL/TASTE: Exotic, sweet and tropical
FLOWERING TIME: 35 days
PARENTS: Hawaiian Haze Plum mother with Berkeley Blues father
YIELD: 3-5 ounces indoors, Outdoors grows into a 9 foot sphere that
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yields around 2-3 pounds
INDOOR/OUTDOOR: Performs well in both indoor and outdoor
BUZZ, WHAT THE HIGH IS LIKE: Strong medicine, effective for many
conditions
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Oregon Pinot Noir
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Oregon Pinot Noir 2008
Pure Hawaiian Purple Kush mixed with Pit Bull. Get that full on
grape taste and huge bush growth in much less time. More crystal
and a slight bit more skunk. Now grow that favorite blast from the
past in a much shorter time. Acclimated for the North West. Huge
producer. Grows extremely well outdoors. Pure Grape.
Born on our award winning Pinot Noir vineyard in Willamette Valley,
this was razed outdoors along side our grapes. This is our biggest
production plant. It will produce over 5 ounces indoors.
Made In Oregon
Strain Name
Description

Oregon Pinot Noir
Fast, Fruity, Vine Like Grape acclimated for the North West.

Category
Sativa
Days of
38
Flowering:
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
5-7 ounces
Potency (THC): 28%
Mature Height: 3-6 feet
Average Temps: 50-80
Type of high:
Medicinal Effect:
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest
Resistance:
Sweet/Spicy/Mu
sky:
Extra
Oregon Pinot Noir
Information:
Mother: Hawaiian Purple Kush Classic clone from the Islands
Composition: Mother: Panama Red; Father: Columbian Gold 1972
Geographical Origin: Hawaii
Father: Pit Bull
Composition: Mother P-91; Father Sugar Plum
Geographical Origin: Oregon, 2004.
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Strain Type
Sativa dominant
80/20
Growth Factors
A. Performs well Indoors and Out in Soil. P1 Parents and original
genetics work was done outdoors in our vineyard, alongside our award
winning Pinot Noir grapes.
B. Outdoors it is very durable and bred for a fast finish for the early
Northern Oregon rainy seasons. This strain is acclimated for the North West.
The plant is exceptionally fast for a sativa.
C. We only use Sunny Girl Gardens (wwwSunnyGirlGardens.com),
Ready to Grow Ultra Premium Container Mix. Just Plant, Water and Grow.
This is a big part of our success. We always grow strictly Organic We offer
free grow classes and show all of our secrets, exactly what we do and how
we do them, on our web site at www.Gro4Me.com. We also offer seed and
cutting catalogs on our latest releases.
D. Grows into a giant bushy, sprawling plant. It grows as a creeper, able to
bend and stretches like a vine. Able to stand on its own and grows
abundant arms. Every branch throws many colas.
E. Branches a lot with long creeping vine like branches. Nodes are
close. Colas are abundant.
F. Extremely fast. Bright white long haired, long bud, typical for
Hawaiian, but jumps right into action in a week. Full on tropical grape color
and flavor finish. Extreme producer. All our strains are bred for speed while
maintaining traits and improving quality. Oregon Pinot Noir has a lot of lovely
purple tones and a spider-plant form that is ideal for raised beds or container
gardening
G. Sunny Girl Gardens, Ready to Grow Ultra Premium Container
Mix. Just Plant, Water and Grow. We always grow strictly organic. Feed it
the same thing you would your organic private reserve vineyard.
H. Here is another area that the OPN excels. It is very fast, with the
Berkeley genes to take it to finish in a quick 42 days of blooming. We grow
our entire cycle from start to finish in 9 weeks indoors. We loved the
Hawaiian’s flavor and structure, but in our climate it was difficult to harvest
because we get rains and fog in early October. Purples are beautiful, but
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they generally need a minimum of 8 weeks of flower to begin to ripen and
we just don’t have that much growing season. Crossing the Pit Bull on the
Hawaiian cut 2 weeks off of that and acclimatized it to our cooler climate. It
takes an average of about 6 weeks here in the North West.
I. 38 days average. Indoors OPN finishes at about 38 days. I would
not keep her in bloom more than about 45 days.
J. Middle of June we plant, beginning of October we Harvest
here in Northern Oregon where the season is short. Outdoors OPN
can be harvested before the rains really start to mean it. Here in
Oregon, that means it can be taken at the beginning or middle of
October.

K. OPN is an amazingly versatile plant. We have had 15 foot tall
plants growing outdoors. Indoors in our mix it usually goes into the bloom
room at about 4 to 5 feet tall (after 4 weeks) and comes out about 6 to 7
feet. This plant is perfect for shaping to low profiles, blending in with
surrounding scenery or growing on lattice. The Tropical Grape of Cannabis,
every good summer home should have a deck covered with this.
L. This is our biggest producer. We easily get between 4-5 ounces per
plant indoors using our all organic methods. Outdoors we have seen a
several pound average. She is designed for the outdoors. She is not really
intended for indoors, but yielded well nonetheless. She’ll throw several
pounds outdoors in a large container or raised bed.

A. As this plant moves through its growth phases to ripeness, what does
it look like?

i) The buds start out mostly all hair and develop into dense purple
golf-balls running up the stems. Stems start with a faint purple tint that
increases as the plant ages to a deep purple.
Ii) The leaves are thin and bright green at the beginning and fade
to purple as the plant develops. The stem of each leaf is dark purple from
the beginning. Average of 9 leaflets on each leaf.
iii) OPN is not a Christmas tree. More like a Spider plant. Ideal for
SCROG. This plant is wider than it is tall, with bottom branches that hang
low.
iv) Most of our strains are finished at 5 weeks, which is very helpful
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for pest control. OPN is slower than the rest of our strains by about a week.
B.

i)OPN is at first awakening, then sleepy, down high. Has a
creeper effect, and has some legs: you feel it for a while after
smoking.
ii) relaxing, soothing, calming
iii) Perfect for winding down after work. I liked it for heavy garden
work though, because it had legs and I didn’t have to keep
stopping to smoke. Not really for wake-n-bake.
iv) A couple of patients have reported aphrodisiac effects from
OPN.
v) The flavor has complex grape tones of the classic Hawaiian
that blend well with the Pit Bull undertone. It is very full and rich.
The aroma is distinctly grape and tropical

C.
This variety has only been available for a year. It has not been
entered in competitions.

Mike Mullins took all photos for Stoney Girl Gardens
6. A. This variety was bred among the grapes of one of the most
respected Pinot Noir vineyards in Oregon. It gets its name from both
where it was bred as well as the purple color of its stems and buds and
the sophisticated grape flavor.
B. The thing that really stood out about this variety was the incredibly
wide space that it takes up. Even the males are huge sprawling monsters
with multiple colas of flowers. OPN was key in a breeding project we did
for one of our testers in Southern Oregon who requested a custom
project for his vineyard garden. He had a red haired strain called
“Scarlet” and he wanted something special done with her. Crossing
OPN on her made for a huge sprawling bush that we called “Crimson”
with that grape flavor so appropriate for the vineyard.
C. Stoney Girl Gardens got its name from a friend of mine who called
me Stoney Girl for years. When I started growing, breeding was definitely
something that I wanted to do, but legally we were restricted to very
small numbers. That meant that I would have to work with other growers
and breeders to achieve my goals. So I have worked with growers
across Oregon from many different regions who use many different
methods to test my strains.
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D. We feel it is important to share your genetics. We have released
many closely guarded strains to the medical marijuana community and to
other breeders and utilized them in our breeding programs. Our strains
have traveled the world from India to Japan, from Jamaica to
Amsterdam.
E. We started our love affair with our first breeding project, and we
have been breeding ever since. We have been gifted with many strains
from great breeders who never went public with what they were doing.
Our philosophy is that if enough people have a good strain, it will always
be around.
F. Always have a goal and a plan for what you want to achieve with
your breeding. Try to match breeding pairs that will blend well together.
Share your successes with others.
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My Web Sites2/crimson.htm

Crimson

Mellow, Relaxing

This was a breeding project for a very well known Southern Oregon
vineyard. This custom project is descried on the Strain page. We took a
Scarlett and crossed it with Pinot Noir. What a winner.
Created for, and dedicated to our special friend Roy.

Strain Name
Description

Crimson
Custom Breeding Project

Category
Mix
Days of Flowering: 38
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-5 ounces
Potency (THC):
28%
Mature Height:
3-6 feet
Average Temps:
50-80
Type of high:
Mellow, Relaxing
Medicinal Effect:
Pain Killer, Relaxer
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:Medium
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Sweet Flavor
Extra Information:

Custom Orders Accepted

Have you always wanted a custom made strain with all the special qualities that you have
selected? Have you always wanted a killer strain named after you or some special memory?
Are you about to lose that family strain and need to re-create the seeds to keep this
genetics? Now you can. If you’re willing to wait some time and spend some money we can
develop a customized strain just for you.
Stoney Girl Gardens is often trusted by knowledgeable farmers to customize, reproduce or
restore genetics for breeding and planting. We can re-create your genetics from a single
cutting to a single seed, and return you a guaranteed set of seeds that can be used for
planting or your own breeding program. We can take it to the next level and create a designer
series just for you.
Stoney Girl Gardens has been commissioned to create or otherwise produce and preserve
exotic and special strains for certain qualified clients. Some of these clients look to SGG to
reproduce and preserve species that otherwise would become extinct due to lack of true
breeding seed stock and methods.
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Here is an example of a recent project done for a very well known horticulturalist and wine
producer. He came to us with one plant in full bloom and was stressing not having starts or
seeds for the next season. He was already familiar with our work in genetics and had
previously tested all our products outside. This project was fully successful as you will see.
We were able to carry on the Scarlet genetics with improved phenotypes as described. We
exceeded our breeding goals and delighted our customer.
Scarlet Project and the birth of Crimson
Scarlet sample was a beautiful single flower plant with acute sweet pine aroma. The cola
was approximately 2 inches in diameter and 18 inches in length.
The plant was in latter stages of flowering. It was determined that propagation at this stage
would not be likely.
The top 14 inches of the bud was removed and the plant was placed into 24 hour light for revegetation.
Upon successful re-vegetation we made cuttings. We selected one to bank and one to grow
to 28”.
A 28” plant was put into the bloom cycle of 12 hours. At the first and second stages of
budding the plant was pollinated with fresh, select pollen (see below).
Pollination was done by heavily dusting the hairs with pollen, then lightly misting with water to
ensure full and lasting contact.
The plant continued in bloom cycle for another 5 weeks.
Pollen and Parent Information
In the last several months we have been working on our new project with Pit Bull crosses.
One of these was with a pure strain of Hawaiian Purple Kush. We are featuring it as Oregon
Pinot Noir (OPN). We have it in production now and it is an outstanding species. It has all
the characteristics of the Hawaiian Purple (size, bracts, color), and even that grape taste. But
it also has the pit bull kick and crystals and finishes a few weeks sooner than the Purple. It is
also now seasoned for the northwest.
In selecting which F1 strain of the OPN to stabilize we ran into a fantastic male. This male
grew huge leaves, redish purple stalks, and became a huge tall bush indoors. I thought for
sure it was a female keeper.
In consideration of the beautiful colors and flavors of the Scarlet, we thought the OPN would
work well to complement both color and flavor. The feeling was that the blend would
continue along the same lines and not clash. The fruit like blend of the OPN should only
compliment the Scarlet without overriding the original taste. The pit gives strength and native
northwest durability, as well as shortening up the total time to harvest.
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We will be most interested in the results and hope you are rewarded well.
NOTE: BEFORE YOU PLANT
These seeds were just harvested on March 14th, 2008. You will need to cure them prior to
planting. They are very, very fresh and require a couple of weeks of setting in a dry, open
space to finish or completely dry. If they are not cured then the success rate will be highly
diminished. Also since they are fresh, they contain a lot of moisture. This will produce mold
if the seeds are put into an air-tight container prior to curing or drying.
Love,
Stoney Girl
PS: We nicknamed it Crimson but you have the honor of creating the name.
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Wrex 2008

Morphine Replacement

Look out for this potent puppy. One of our strongest. mixed for extreme
or terminal patients Cross of Pit back on P-91. Produces well, stores
well. New for 2008. Good red color pistols outdoors. Finishes fast.
We crossed Pit Bull back on her mother to preserve the P-91 genes, and called the
result Wrex, after the patient in our garden who prefers it to any other for severe pain
control.

Wrex was named after one of our patients.
Strain Name
Description
aggressive.

Wrex
Very Heavy and Oily. Huge, waxy green Leaves. Grows very

Category
Indica
Days of Flowering: 38
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-5 ounces
Potency (THC):
28%
Mature Height:
3-6 feet
Average Temps:
50-80
Type of high:
Downer, great for bed time
Medicinal Effect:
Pain Killer, Morphine replacement
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:Medium
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Deep, pit bullish flavor. Not for the weak.
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Pit Bull
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Pit Bull 2003

Potent, Euphoric, Skunk

Award Winning Sugar Plum crossed with P91. Our most potent and
tasty new creation. Grows fast and furious with large abundant
fruit. Sugar is like none other. Taste is fruity and earthy mix with a
tropical bottom note. 36% t. This one is a favorite and our next best
producer.
This one will bite! Named after our pet American pit Arianna. Award Winning Sugar Plum
crossed with P91. Our most potent and tasty new creation. Grows fast and furious with
large abundant fruit. Sugar is like none other. Taste is fruity and earthy mix with a tropical
bottom note. 36% t. This one is a favorite and our next best producer. Grows well inside
and out.

Featured in Big Book of Buds 4
Strain Name
Pit Bull
Description
Pashmina, as it is known by the Hindu Monks of Varanasi, it grows on
the banks of the Ganges. Pit Bull has been spotted in Amsterdam, Japan, China, Hawaii,
West Coast and many other places. A favorite North West Tradition, this American Pit Bull is
on tour and making its way around the world. She may be visiting your area soon.
Award Winning Sugar Plum crossed with P91. Our most potent and tasty new creation.
Grows fast and furious with large abundant fruit. Sugar is like none other. Taste is fruity and
earthy mix with a tropical bottom note. 36% t. This one is a favorite and our next best
producer.
Category
Mix
Days of Flowering: 35-42
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-6 oz
Potency (THC):
33-36
Mature Height:
3-6
Average Temps:
70-80
Type of high:
Euphoric, intense, immediate.
Describing flavor and aroma are most difficult. It is like none other and in a category all its
own. We have asked many to help us. To use just a few words: Exotic, Deep, Rich, Unique,
Tropical, Distinctive, Fruity, Skunky, Complex and Intense. Although each of our breeds is
completely different, this one stands out as the most unique. Currently our most popular and
sought after strain. So strong it makes skunk and undertone.
Stupefying from the first hit, there is no wonder on when it will start working. Long lasting for a
minimum of 4 hours strong, even after eating, showering and swimming. Very potent with
36% THC. Fully Euphoric and Medicinal.
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Stupefying and Euphoric. You will lose track of everything. Only the serious and most
experienced should attempt this puppy. Not for the amateur. For extreme medical conditions
only. Danger: Do not drive or operate equipment while using this drug.
One of the most popular medical strains in the North West for its wide range of soothing and
treatment for many conditions. Listed as Neuropathic Pain and Depression medication by
Oregon Green Free (www.oregongreenfree.com). We have testimonies from patients that
they have used the Pit to wean themselves away from strong pharmaceuticals. . From
Migraines to MS; from Pain to Cerebral conditions, she attacks them all. It has been a solid
winner in all circles without ever having been in our competitions. We have reserved this
honor for this book and for Amsterdam.
Describing flavor and aroma are most difficult. It is like none other and in a category all its
own. We have asked many to help us. To use just a few words: Exotic, Deep, Rich, Unique,
Tropical, Distinctive, Fruity, Skunky, Complex and Intense. Although each of our breeds is
completely different, this one stands out as the most unique. Currently our most popular and
sought after strain.
Medicinal Effect:
Euphoric, Pain Relief, Migrane
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:Very Good
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: One of a kind
Extra Information:
Acclimated for the North West. Good Indoor and Our. Easy to grow.
Very, very Potent. Good for Migranes, and most conditions across the board.
Tested by Ed Rosenthal, this will be featured in the Big Book of Buds 4 in 2010 as a center
fold.
One of our personal favorites.
Complete Information on Pit Bull:
Pit Bull Mother: P-91
Composition: P-91 Mother: G-13; P-91 Father: Bull Rider
Geographical Origin: Southern California
Pit Bull Father: Sugar Plum, First Place Oregon Medical Cannabis Awards 2003
Composition: Mother of Sugar Plum: Hawaiian Haze Plum; Father of Sugar Plum: Berkeley
Blues (Berkeley and DJ Shorts Blueberry)
Geographical Origin: Both the Haze Plum and the Berkeley Blues were created in Oregon by
Oregon breeders.
Strain Type
Indica dominant
80/20
The story of P-91: We traded some Berkeley Blues seeds to the University Professor who
created this genetics. We were told that this was the government’s latest G-13. This came
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from a program at a Southern California University that supposedly did not “exist”. BTW he
(the professor) really liked the Berkeley Blues.
3. Growth Factors
A. Performs well in any environment, Indoors and Out, Soil and Hydro. Regardless of the
technique used, Pit Bull is a sure winner. We have tested this not only using different growing
mediums, but also different methods such as SOG, SCROG, and Hydro’s with great success
in all areas. The Pit Bull is mite resistant, easy to clone and easy to grow. It is very vigorous
and grows fast.
B. It is very durable and bread for a fast finish for the early Oregon rainy season. This strain
is acclimated for the North West.
C. We only use Sunny Girl Gardens (wwwSunnyGirlGardens.com), Ready to Use Ultra
Premium Container Mix. Just Plant, Water and Grow. This is a big part of our success. We
always grow strictly Organic, but Pit Bull performs really well in any circumstance. We offer
free grow classes and show all of our secrets, exactly what we do and how we do them, on
our web site at www.Gro4Me.com. We also offer seed and cutting catalogs on our latest
releases.
D. Grows into a giant sphere, a bushy ball of buds. Every branch is a cola.
E. Branches a lot. Nodes are close. Colas are abundant.
F. Extremely fast and caked with crystals. All our strains are bread for speed while
maintaining traits and improving quality.
G. Sunny Girl Gardens, Ready to Use Ultra Premium Container Mix. Just Plant, Water and
Grow. We always grow strictly Organic, but Pit Bull performs really well in any circumstance.
H. Here is another area that the Pit Bull excels. It is very fast, with the Berkeley genes to take
it to finish in a quick 35 days of blooming. We grow our entire cycle from start to finish in 9
weeks indoors. I. 35 days
J. Middle of June we plant, Middle of September we Harvest here in Northern Oregon where
the season is short.
K. Pit Bull is an amazingly versatile plant. We have had reports of 16 foot tall Pit Bull plants
growing outdoors in Oregon, CA, Arizona and India. We have heard of large producing closet
gardens with Pit Bull in a hydro set-up. We have seen massive Pit Bull buds from a hydro
grow. In our mix it usually goes into the bloom room at about 4 to 5 feet tall and comes out
about 6 feet. We easily get between 4-5 ounces per plant using our all organic methods. We
have seen a production of 55 ounces using SCROG indoors.
L. Indoors we get an average of 5 ounces using our methods. Our friends use the SCROG
method and get 55 ounces per plant on an indoor grow. Outdoors we have seen as much as
5 pounds average.
4. Description
A. Pit bull is aggressive right off the bat. She begins bushing and throwing leaves in the first 2
weeks of life. There is no reason to shape or top the plant as it has perfect form every time.
From the beginning, the plant emits a strong odor of Pit. The plant is easy to clone, easy to
grow, mite resistant and very forgiving.
i.) Pit Bull jumps right into action with open blooms that are covered with crystals within the
first 2 weeks. The buds are round, large, thick balls of oozing crystals. You will not want to
stop smoking this as the taste is as good at the end of the joint as it was the first hit. Look out
though; this one produces an above average amount of THC. Usually one hit is all your guest
should be allowed to have. Any more and you might as well plan a full evening. Buds throw
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long bright pom-pom like hairs. Large spheres of medium density, somewhat open and low
centered. Not airy or popcorn textured, but not rock hard. Presents a large profile.
. ii.) The sugar leaves have so much crystal on them that they tend to curl. The fan leaves are
large and wide and look like maple leaves. She stays a bright green unless it gets chilly in the
garden, then she turns a lovely purple Pit Bull grows large, long fingered leaves that are thick
and bright green. The average leaf has 7 long full featured fingers. The bases of the leaves
are a passion purple. The branches are bright green with violet stripes highlighting the ribs. It
is a bush indoors and a giant tower out.
Tastes and smells like nothing you have ever come across. It has a unique, unforgettable,
tropical, skunky, fruity, pungent smell and taste like none other. Forget using a grinder, this
stuff is way too sticky to handle like that. In laboratory tests we have seen a 36 percent THC
content. All within 9 weeks, start to finish.
iii). Pit Bull is very pliable. You can grow that tall fir tree or spread it out over 12 feet of cage
in a SCROG on top of a bench. Pit Bull is also very forgiving. Make a mistake and she truly
has the survival instinct to fight on and come back better than ever.
iv). Resilient is the word. Easy is work. Pit Bull is mite resistant and tough, with no special
handling required. Pit Bull is very hearty and will produce outstanding medicine even with the
most adverse conditions. She is ideal for beginners and the Connoisseurs will treasure her.
This is a Must Have for any garden.

In two different independent lab tests here in Portland Pit Bull that was grown using our
methods tested between 33 and 36% THC when harvested at peak floral periods (40% hair
coloration, not amber trics). 38% is incorrect and we will change that to the correct 36%
Method of growing does have an affect. Other growers have tested their pit bull with only
28% Thc (this testing was done by Harbor in SF). They did not harvest at peak floral periods
and they let the plant go longer than recommended. This lowers THC as it is turned into CBD
and CBN. They also did not use our medium (sunny girl mix) or methods.
You have seen our work in High Times and the fact that we are creating strains that not only
produce high levels of THC but grow fast is why we are getting noticed internationally. We
breed only medicine because we are patients. Ed Rosenthal and others have tested this
strain and in fact had their disbeliefs at first. Once convincing themselves through their testing
they are true believers.
You will be seeing more of this exposure as we evolve through the next year and see our
work published in several books.
Our strains are not available in Amsterdam nor other places accept Oregon. Perhaps this will
change as we go forward. We do know that our Berkeley Blues genetics were used by TH
Seeds and Pit utilized in Ed's new Super Bud so I guess in a way our genetics has been
getting out there. Limon is 50% Crippled Rhino. Bull Rider is 50% P-91. Since the production
of our strains you have seen buds in High Times go from plain Janes to buds full of crystals.
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Remember that your finished product is 50% genetics and 50% environment. This means
that the same two cuttings grown under different conditions will not be the same medicine. In
fact, the difference can be so great as to not even recognize the product to the strain.
Also remember that everyone is different. Perhaps the relief you are looking for may be in a
different Cannabinoid profile such as the Cripit, P-91 or Wrex. The latter of the two are a
morphine replacement with great pain qualities.
We offer the same medium to grow in as we use (www.sunnygirlgardens.com), training on
our methods (www.gro4me.com for free classes and www.PortlandsterdamUniversity for indepth training) and of course access to Oregon patients to our strains. Just Plant, Water and
Grow like a Pro. We cant make it any more simple. We know you can grow as good or better
than we do, first time and every time. This is our goal.
Many groups and dispensaries are finding our products the answer to the patient needs.
Some grow the plant through the green cycle then deliver a light and an adult plant to the
patient to finish off. Our system makes it simple since all the maintenance is in the green or
vegitative stages. The only thing in bloom is to water and grow like a pro.
Happy Gardening!
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Black Moon
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Black Moon

Mellow, Relaxing

Pure Pit Bull Genetics, this is a demonstration of what you can
accomplish with genetic engineering. We have harnessed and locked
the maximum color purple from Pit Bull and are preparing to cross it
over to the Whippet to give it a complete crystal encrusted frost
across the leaves and to tighten up the buds.
This plant grows green but buds grow completely Indigo from beginning to end with blonde
hairs. Very photogenic. Mellow smoke with terrible cottonmouth, munchies finish. (Not to
be confused with our Indigo line also coming out this year).

Strain Name
Black Moon
Description
This is a special preview for Bud Bookers of a project in the works. We
plan a release this year.
Pure Pit Bull Genetics, this is a demonstration of what you can accomplish with genetic
engineering. We have harnessed and locked the maximum color purple from Pit Bull and are
preparing to cross it over to the Whippet to give it a complete crystal encrusted frost across
the leaves and to tighten up the buds.
This plant grows green but buds grow completely Indigo from beginning to end with blonde
hairs. Very photogenic. Mellow smoke with terrible cottonmouth, munchies finish. (Not to be
confused with our Indigo line also coming out this year).
Not yet ready for release, this is only a preview.
Category
Strain Guide - Mix
Days of Flowering: 38
Difficulty:
Easy
Yield:
3-5 ounces
Potency (THC):
28%
Mature Height:
5 feet
Average Temps: 75
Type of high:
Head and body.
Medicinal Effect: Creates Munchies, Relaxing
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:
Easy
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Musky
Extra Information: This is a great example of capturing a phenotype from a single strain.
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Blue Bull
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Blue Bull New for 2012
Pit Bull and Berkeley Blues
Sickeningly Sweet the favorite of Seattle. This plant grows
crazy and beautiful with a full bouquet of blue fruit.

Strain Name
Description

Blue Bull
Large Plant with open, airy form and deep blue flowers. In bloom, the
leaves go from green to yellow to reddish blue in about 3-4 weeks.

Category
Days of Flowering:
Difficulty:
Yield:
Potency (THC):
Mature Height:
Average Temps:
Type of high:
Medicinal Effect:

Mostly sativa
35-42
Easy
Huge
Very strong
Very large
50-65 degrees
Speedy but intense. Great for starting your day.
Great for nausea, and a good strong medicine that doesn't cause
couch-lock.
Seed Bank:
Stoney Girl Gardens
Mite/Pest Resistance:Medium to Great
Sweet/Spicy/Musky: Extremely sweet with blue berry undertones and fruity, Skunky
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New Releases (additional info coming soon)
Odysseus – OPN and Pit
Cassius – Cripit on Haze Plum
SG Kush – Kush and Cripit
Washington Watchdog – Cripit on P-91
Obama
Bo Obama – Obama and Pit
Michele Obama – Obama and Cripit
Marion Berry – Blackberry and Blue Bull
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Classify and Clarify
Stoney Girl Gardens has all of our strains certified by M-Scale, a third party organization
founded to classify and clarify Medical Marijuana. Here is our list of current ratings.
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Licensing
Stoney Girl has several versions of licensing, from End User Agreements to Production and
Development Licensing. Take a look at the list below to see what kind of licensing you
need. Each type of licensing has a different level of requirements, some more strict than
others. Take a look at our options and select a license that is right for you.
Why License?
Stoney Girl Gardens is interested in providing only top quality, guaranteed safe products to
this new industry. In a time when it is difficult to know who your dealing with or where
your medicine comes from, its good to know that Stoney Girl Gardens is there. Stoney Girl
stands for Premium Quality, Medical Marijuana products designed for the Medical Patient
that is Safe and Effective.
To insure this level of quality Stoney Girl Gardens is offering Verification through Licensing
of our Associates and Partners. We are constantly battling fraud with our product name.
Verification
All Stoney Girl products and services are only available through Authorized Associates. We
verify all of our suppliers, vendors, seeds and products to be original. This service allows
you to quickly check and verify with us that your getting the original Stoney Girl product.
Beware of Fraud!
Verification Hot Line 503-788-2349
Fraud Alert

Licensing Information
End User License Agreement
Private Use of our Seeds and Genetics - End User Licenses are on each package of our
seeds. Remember, we do not sell seeds, we sell licensing. To find out the entire
agreement for using our seeds Read Here.
Distributor License
Become an official Stoney Girl Gardens Distributor. Carry our line of products.
Club Pit Bull License
Open your own Dispensary, Club or Cafe. We can help. This package also includes a
Distributor License.
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Production License
Production licenses come in three types; grow seeds for us, start your own product
production company or clone factory. Select one of the three from below.
Produce Seed Stock - We set you up and buy back seeds you grow.
Produce Medicine - Become an Authorized Stoney Girl Garden Producer for our clubs.
Clone Reproduction License - Make your clone factory. Find out how to make Authorized
Stoney Girl Clones
Developer License
Developers licenses come in two types; grow for us or start your own breeding company.
Select one of the two from below.
Develop New Strains With Stoney Girl Gardens - Become an actual Associate Stoney Girl
Garden Developer and help us create the next great strain. Join our team of developers.
Start your own - Grow your own next generation using our logo and strain information.
We assure quality and safety.
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Welcome to Stoney Girl Gardens Seed Company USA.
Our seeds are all created and selected by hand. We use only strict organic methods of
breeding to accomplish our goals. All our seeds are IBL (In Bred Line) which means you’re
using top quality breeder seeds. We use the same seeds we give you in our own breeding
projects. Now you have quality tools to breed your own, or confidence that you know what
you’re getting when you plant.
Feminization - We do not believe in feminization of seed stock. First, once you use
feminization you are caught in a loop of always having to reverse sex to get a male. We use
natural males selected from the Parent seed stock. This gives us a high gene frequency and
means every plant is alike in quality and gene structure. Second, improper feminization
causes hermaphrodites or seeds in your garden.
Our seeds are not feminized, however due to our natural process of thorough breeding
techniques we have very few males. In some locations we offer a bounty on males; that is we
will trade you a female plant for your male. We then asses the male for use in our own
breeding programs. Seeds usually have a 90 percent rate of females or better.
We do not sell seeds, we provide licensing.
No Boarder Crossing! No Public Access!
We Apologize for the Inconvenience
Stoney Girl Gardens does not provide seeds directly to the Public. We do not ship or sell
on-line. We license the use of our products through Authorized Distributors to Medical
Marijuana Patients.
To get our seeds you must be a legal Organization, Club or Dispensary in your state. Stoney
Girl Gardens does not cross boarders. Our seeds are made locally by licensed farmers in
your area. Each medical marijuana state will have its' own production company. These
production companies will be responsible for production and supply within your states'
jurisdiction to keep it legal.
If you are an individual looking for seeds contact your club, dispensary or organization and
have them contact us. You may also check our list of Authorized clubs by state.
We apologize if we are not in your Medical Marijuana state yet. We want to get there as
soon as possible. Perhaps you can help us. If you want to get involved see our web site.
Interested in getting Stoney Girl Gardens Products in your State?
If you are a Club, Cafe, Organization or Dispensary check out our licensing to hook up.
Be sure to Verify your source. Don't get caught with a phony.
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